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A CIlY, TOWN, OR BOROUGIi WIll INEVITABLY HAVE WEALTHY NEIGHBORHOODS
AS Will AS LOW ~INCOME NEIGIiBORHOODS. IN SUCH NEIGHBORHOODS THEREMAY
/' BE A NEED FOR A COMMUNITY SPACE, A PLACE WHERE YOUNGER RESIDENTSMAY
CIiOOSE TO GET TOGETHER OUTSIDE Of THEIRREGULAR ACTIVITIES. THIS PLACE NEEDS
TO BE LOCATED WHERE ITISGOING TO BE MOST ACCESSIBLE, RIGHT IN THE CENTEROf
ALL Of THE CONRJSION Of EVERYDAY UFE, WIiERE PEOPLE ARE GOING TO NOTICE
'~
TIiAT ITISA PLACE WHERE ACTIVmES HAPPEN AND WHERE QUALITIES Of TRUSTAND
SAFElY ARE ACHIEVABLE THROUGH THEDESIGN.
TIiROUGIi THEART Of ARCIiITECTURE, PEOPLE ARE ABLE TO COME TOGETHER INA
WAY TIiAT MIGHT NOT BE POSSIBLE OTHERWISE.
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A CliURCH ISA SlRUCTURE THAT PEOPLE.CAN ASSOCIATE GOOD DEEDS WITH. THE.
FIRST UNITED METHODIST CHURCH CARES ABOUT THE.TOWN OJ' HIGHTSTOWN AND
TRIESIN All ITSEFfORTS TO PROVIDE fOR AS MANY PEOPLE.AS POSSIBLE.THROUGH A
SERIESOJ' ACTIVITIESAND PROGRAMS.
MISSION STATEMENTOJ' TIiE FIRST UNITED METHODIST CHURCli IS:
OPEN IirARTS, OPEN MINDs, OPEN DOORS
MISSION STATEMENTOJ' THE FIRST UNITED METHODIST CHURCH OJ' HIGHTSTOWN IS:
MAKING DISCIPLES OF JESUS
THROUGH THISMISSION STATEMENT,THECliURCH ISREACHING OUT TO THECOMMU~
NITYAND AllOWING ANYONE AND EVERYONE TO BECOME A PART OF THECHURCH
COMMUNITY. THE CHURCli ISWELCOME TO CHANGE WITHIN ITSWAIlS AND AL~
LOWS EVERYONE TO VOICE AN OPINION OR CONCERN. THE FIRST UNITED METHOD~
1STCHURCH OJ' HIGHTSTOWN ISAN INVITINGCOMMUNITY TO All WIiO ENTERTHE.
OLD STONE WAIlS.
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THE METIiODIST CHURCH (METIiODISM) WAS fOUNDED BY JOHN WESlEY INTIiE
MID 18TIi CENTURY. WIiIIE AT OXfORD UNIVERSITY,WESLEY AND A GROUP Of
SCHOLARS "CREATED A GROUP THAT WAS DEVOTED NOT ONLY TO SCHOL,...
ARLY GOALS, BUT ALSO TO PRAYER AND TO AIDING THE LESS fORTUNATE"
(THE UNITED METIiODIST CHURCH).
WIiEN THEREUGION fIRST BEGAN, ITWAS NOT ORGANIZED AND TIiEREWEREmST
SEVERALSMAll FAITIi RESTORATION GROUPS WlTIiIN TIiE ANGUCAN CHURCH
CAllED METIiODISTS IN TIiE UNITED STATES. SOON TIiE REUGION BECAME AN Of-
FICIAL ORGANIZED REUGION AND TIiREEBASIC PRECEPTSWERE DEFINED:
A SHUN EVIL AND AVOID PARTAKING IN WICKED
DEEDS AT ALL COSTS
B. PERfORM KIND ACTS AS MUCH AS POSSIBLE, AND
C. ABIDE BY THE EDICTS OF GOD THE ALMIGHTY
FATHER
WESLEY BELIEVEDIN TIiE SCRIPTUREAND TliAT TIiE METIiODIST REUGION COULD
"BE ILLUMINED BY TRADITION, VIVIFIED IN PERSONAL EXPERIENCE, AND
CONFIRMED BY REASON" (HTTP://ARCHIVES.UMC.ORG).
TODAY (2006), METIiODISM ISTIiE TIiIRD LARGESTCIiRISTIAN REUGIOUS GROUP IN
TIiE UNITED STATESHAVING APPROXIMATELY75MIWON PEOPlE. 1-4
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THE CHURCH IS OVER 100YEARS OLD AND INSTEAD OF DISREGARDING All OF THE
MATERIALS, IAM PROPOSING TIiAT THE STONE, STAINED GLASS, AND OTHER USABLE
MATERIALS BE USED, SUCIi AS TIiE SLATE SHINGLES ON THEROOF WHICIi WERE
RECENlL Y REPLACED, AND WHERE-EVER POSSIBLE IN THENEW CONSTRUCTION. THE
CONSERVATION OF TIiE OLD CHURCH IS TO BE REClAIMED THROUGIi THE USE OF THE
OLD MATERIALS IN THE NEW CONSTRUCTION OF THE CHURCH.
IWANT THE DESIGN OF THE CHURCH TO RESEMBLETHE IiISTORY AND INTEGRITYOF
THE EXISTING, BUT HAVE AN EDGE TIiAT THE CIiURCIi IS READY FOR THE FUTUREAND
TIiE CHANGING TIMES. THROUGH THE USE OF OLD AND NEW MATERIALS, THE CIiURCIi
WILL BECOME A HISTORICAL, YETMODERN BUILDING THAT SUITSTHENEEDS OF THE
PEOPLE AND THE TIMES. IFEELTIiAT IN THISLOCATION, THE BUILDING ISABLE TO BE
UPDATED WIill..E STILLIiOLDING TRUETO THE HISTORICAL QUALITIES OF THE TOWN OF
HIGHTSTOWN.
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THERE ISAN UNDERSTANDING IN ARCIiITECTURE THAT A SPACE HAS THE POTENTIAL TO
EVOKE A DIFfERENT EMOTION TO EACIi AND EVERY PERSON. THROUGH THIS
PROJECT, IWOULD IJKE TO STUDYHOW A PUBUC SPACE ISABLE TO RELATETO
DIFfERENT PEOPLE ON A PERSONAL LEVEL. THE EXPERIENCE OF THE SPACE AllOWS
THE PERSON TO DISCOVER OUT WIiY AND IiOW THE SPACE ISSPECIAL IN A
PERSONAL WAY IN A PUBUC SETTING. IWOULD IJKE TO ADDRESS THE ISSUESOF HOW
A REUGIOUS BUILDING CAN BECOME AN ACTIVE ASSETTO THE COMMUNITY AND
IiOW PUBUC AND PRIVATE QUALITIESWIlL BE ABLE TO COINCIDE.
DOES ARCHITECTURE REAli Y DEFINESPACE OR DOES SPACE DEFINE ARCHITECTURE?
SPACE CONVEYS A MEANING, WIiETHER THISMEANING BE GOOD OR BAD IS IRREL-
EVANT, BUT THATWIiEN WE ENTERA NEW SPACE OR A SPACE THAT EVEN If WE HAVE
BEEN IN MULTIPLETIMES,ITISA NEW EXPERIENCE.
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IN THISSPACE IS ITPOSSIBLETO EXPERIENCESITUATIONSBUTDIfFERENTVISIONS AT
THESAME TIME? I WANT TO EXPLORE THISIDEA Of THE IMPACT Of SPACE fOR THE
COMMON PERSON. THERE ARE ALWAYS THINGS CHANGING, AND NO SPACE Will
EVERBE THESAME TWICE IN A ROW. I WANT TO SEEHOW SPACE CAN BE PERCENED
BY DIfFERENTTYPESOf PEOPLE ON A PERSONAL LEVELAS WEll AS A COMMUNITY
LEVEL Is THISSPACE POSSIBLETO BECOME AlL OF THETHINGSTHAT PEOPLE BEIJEVE
ITTO BE IN ONE SPACE, OR DOES ITOCCUR IN A SERIESOf SPACES? DoES THISSENSE
Of SPACE STARTTO WANDER INTO THE EXTERIOR,INTO THELANDSCAPE Of lliE SITE?
DOES ITSTARTTO TAKEOVER DIfFERENTBUll.DINGS WITH A GIVEN PROJECT? SPACE
HAS NO LIMITSAND THROUGH ARCHITECTURE, I AM TRYINGTO CAPTURE THE PARTS
lliAT MEAN THEMOSTTO THECOMMUNITY. WITHIN nns PUBLIC SPACE, HOW CAN
ONE BRING THEFEELINGINTO A PERSONAL, PRIVATESPACE? Is THISAT AlL POSSIBLE?
"ARCHITECTURE SPACE IS BORN FROM THERELATIONSIiIP BETWEEN
OBJECTS OR BOUNDARIES AND FROM PlANES WHICIi DO NOT
"THEMSEI..YES HAVE THECHARACTER Of OBJECT, BUTWHICH DEFINE LIMITS.
DEPTS.WASIiINGTON.EDU/'''/04-0BJECT.HTM
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THE BOROUGH Of HIGHTSTOWN, NEW JERSEY DOES NOT HAVE. A PlACE AND A
SERIES Of PROGRAMS mAT IS OPEN TO TIiE YOUNGER RESIDENTS Of TIiE TOWN.
HIGliTSTOWN NEEDS A FACILITY mAT IS ABLE. TO HOLD lARGE AMOUNTS OF PEOPLE.
AS Wl'.ll AS MEET TIiE NEEDS Of TIiE CONGREGATION Of TIiE FIRST UNITED
METIiODIST CIiURCH. TaE CONGREGATION liAS BECOME. AN IMPORTANT PART OF TO
TIiE COMMUNITY AT CERTAIN TIMI'.S TIiROUGHOUT TIiE YEAR. WITIi TIiIS SPACE, TIiE
CONGREGATION Wll.L BE ABLE. TO HOUSE OUTREACH PROGRAMS DURING TIiE ENTIRE.
YEAR.
"THE. DE.FINITION Of 'PlACE IDENTITY' BY CANTER (1977)
fu DESCRIBES TIiE IDENTITY Of PlACE AS TIiEINTERACTION BETWEEN THE
PliYSICAL ATTRIBUTES, TIiE. ACTIVITIE.S AND OUT CONCEPTIONS Of WIiO, HOW, WIiAT,
AND WIiERE THIS MEANS: WIiO WE. ARE. GOING TO MEET IN THE PlACE., HOW IT IS
GOING TO LOOK, WIiAT IS GOING TO HAPPEN THERE.AND WIiERE. THE DIFFE.RE.NT
ACTIVITIE.S ARE. GOING TO TAKE PlACE" (BERGMANN p.13).
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THE FIRST UNITED METIiODIST CHURCH ISLOCATED IN BETWEENTIiE MIDDLE-CLASS
AND LOWER CLASS UVING Of HIGHTSTOWN, NEW JERSEY. THROUGH TIiIS PROJECT,
IWOULD UKE TO TRYTO INCORPORATE TIiE TWO DIfFERENTUVING CONDITIONS INTO
ONE SPACE WITIi THETWO CAN INTERACTAS ONE.. THIS IS INA SENSEBREAKING THE
BOUNDARIES Of TIiE COMMUNITY THROUGH COMMUNAL ARCHITECTURE. ALso I
WOULD LIKETO LOOK INTO HOW SPACES RELATETO CHILDREN AS WIll AS ADULTS
AND HOW THOSE SPACES ARE ABLE TO RELATETO EACH OTHER.
THE CONGREGATION OF THECHURCH ISMADE UP Of All DIfFERENTTYPESOF PEOPLE
THUSREFLECTINGHOW TIiE CHURCH ARCHITECTURAllY ISABLE TO RELATEBACK
TO THECOMMUNITY THROUGH A CENTRAllY LOCATED PUBUC SPACE TIiE IDEA
THAT THISSPACE WIll BE OPEN TO All TYPESOf PEOPLE IN A PUBUC AS WIll AS A
PRIVATESORT Of WAY. IHOPE TO FINDA RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN DIFFERENTTYPESOf
ARCHITECTURE AND FINDA WAY THATAll CAN BE SATISFIEDWITH TIiE END RESULT.
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Iiow CAN TWO DIFFERENT
PROGRAMS INTERACT AS ONE?
Iiow CAN A SPACE MEETTIiE NEEDS OF
TWO INCOME GROUPS?
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IWIll STUDYHOW TIiE INTEGRATION OF AN OU1REACH COMMUNITY CENTERAND A
RELIGIOUS BUIlDING WIll BE ABLE TO FUNCTION IN SEPARATEWAYS BUTALSO BE
SEENAS ONE ENTITY.A NEED fOR AN OU1REACH CENTERmAT FUNCTIONS IN A VERY
PUBUC FASHION WHILE STII.LHOLDING TRUETO TIiE NEEDS OF TIiE MISSION OF TIiE
CHURCH COMMUNITY. THIS OU1REACH CENTERWIll HOUSE A RECREATION CENTER,
INCLUDING A GYMNASIUM, WHERE TIiE "METIiODlST MADNESS" PROGRAM CAN FUNC-
TION AS A YEAR-ROUND EVENTAND A NURSERY SCHOOL mAT WIll BE SPONSORED
BY TIiE CHURCH. As WEll AS GIVING TIiE CHIlDREN AND YOUNGER RESIDENTSA
PLACE TO USE DURING TIiEIR FREETIME,PEOPLE LOOKING fOR PMPLOYMENT, NEEDING
JOBS WOULD BE ABLE TO TAKE ON TASKSmAT HELP MAKE THE COMMUNITY CENTER
FUNCTION SMOOTIiL Y.
THE ELEMENTSOF MIND AND BODY ARE ESSENTIALTO TIiE LEARNING PROCESS OF ANY
INDIVIDUAL THROUGH TIiE EXISTINGSPACES OF THE CHURCH AND TIiE ADDITION
OF A RECREATION CENTER, TIiE PEOPLE OF TIiE COMMUNITY WIll IiA VE A STRUC-
TUREmAT IS OPEN AND READY fOR USE IN TIiE SPIRlTUALAND PHYSICAL SENSE. THE
TRANSITIONAL SPACE mAT CONNECTS TIiE CHURCH AND TIiE GYMNASIUM ISFII.LED
WITIi CLASSROOMS fOR LEARNING.
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THE SPONSORS Of TIiISPROJECT WIll BE TIiE CONGREGATION Of TIiE FIRSTUNITED
MEmODIST CHURCH. IBElIEVE THATTIiROUGH TIiE DONATIONS AND SUPPORTOf
TIiE COMMUNIlY, TIiIS PROJECT WIll IN FACT BEA POSSIBII1lY.
THIS SPACE WIll BE USEDBYmE CONGREGATION Of TIiE CHURCH AS WEll AS
TIiE COMMUNllY AS A WHOLE. ALTIiOUGH TIiERE ISGOING TO BEA DISTINCTION
BETWff.N THECHURCIi AND TIiE COMMUNIlY, IDO NOT WANT THATSEPARATION TO
IiINDER ANYONE FROM E.NTERINGEITIiEROf TIiE SPACES. BECAUSE Of TIiE CE.N1RAL
LOCATION Of TIiE CHURCH COMMUNIlY CE.N11'.R,IAM HOPING THATEVERYONEWIll
HAVE AN EQUAL OPPORTUNIlY TO ACCESS TIiE SPACE THROUGIi TIiE USEOf TRAN-
SITIONAL SPACES TIiROUGHOUT CONSTRUCTION, ONE WIll NOT BE DISCOURAGED
WHEN ENTERINGAN Of TIiE SPACES.
ffi
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I AM PROPOSING A CHURCH TI-lATREACHES OUT TO THECOMMUNITY TI-lROUGH TI-lE
USE Of A RECREATION CENTER,NURSERY SCHOOL, AS WEll AS A SPACE THATTI-lE
CHILDREN Of TI-lENElGliBORHOOD CAN GO WHEN TI-lEREISNO ALTERNATIVE. To
ACCOMMODATE TI-lISNEW PROGRAM, THE CHURCH NEEDSMORE SPACE THAN ISCUR-
RENTLY AVAILABLE. THE CONGREGATION IS CURRENTLY OUTGROWING TI-lEEXISTING
PAClllTIES AND HAVE DISCUSSED WAYS IN WHICH AN EXPANSION COULD BE
POSSIBLE IN ORDER fOR TI-lECHURCH TO fUNCTION, A SPACE ISNEEDED THATRE-
LATES TO TI-lEPEOPLE IN A SPIRITUALWAY. THE CHURCli CONGREGATION ISALWAYS
THINKING Of WHAT THEY CAN DO TO BETTERTHECOMMUNITY THROUGH VARIOUS
OUTREACH PROGRAMS.
THE BLENDING Of HOW All Of mE PROGRAMMATIC ELEMENTSARE ABLE TO
fUNCTION THROUGHOUT mE INTERlOR Of mE BUILDING IN All Of THE SAME SPACES
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ALTER
SANCTUARY
CIiOIRLoFf
ORGAN
NARTIiEX/ENrRY SPACE
AnMINISlRATION OFFICES
RECEPTIONAREA
CONFERENCE!MEETING ROOM
PASTOROFFICE
WORK/STORAGE SPACE
mOWSIiIP HAll
KITCHEN/SERVING
MUSIC SUPPORTSPACES (CIiOIR ROOMS) (x3)
LARGE MUSIC SPACE
CIiOIR DIRECTOR'SOFFICE/STORAGE
STORAGE/MECIiANICAL ROOM
350s.f.
5500S.f.
300S.f
500S.f.
2000S.f.
925s.f.
DOS.f.
320s.f.
300S.f.
175s.f.
4500S.f.
550s.f.
HOOS.f.
750s.f.
550s.f.
500S.f.
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"NURSEY(O-6 MONTHS) (30 S.P.PERPERSON)
"SMAll CHILDREN (6 MON-3YRS) (30 S.f. PERPERSON)
(2S S.P.PERPERSON)
(20 S.P.PERPERSON)
(IS S.fPER PERSON)
SSOS.P.
SOOs.P.
270s.p.
CHILDREN (4-11 YRS)
YOUTIi (JR. HIGH-COLLEGE)
ADULTS
YOUTIi LOUNGE
GAmERING SPACE
SOOS.P.
900s.P.
lIiE SMAll CHILDRENWIll SHARETIiE SPACE PROVIDED BY mE NURSEY
SCIiOOL AS mE NURSEYSCIiOOL ISALREADY SIZEDAND MANTAINEDTO BE USEDONLY
DURINGmE WEEK DAYS. A LONG WIm PROVIDING SPACES fOR mE SUNDAY SCIiOOL
CLASSESTOMEETON SUNDAY MORNINGS, mE SPACESmEN CAN BE USEDAS MEETING
ROOMS fOR CIiURCIi COMMITTEESAS WELL AS GROUPS fROM mE COMMUNITY.
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TliE. MOST CELEBRATED PROGRAM TIiAT TIiE.CliURCIi INSTITUTED,APPROXIMATELY
10YEARS AGO, IS "METHODIST MADNf.SS," A SUMMERBASKETBAll PROGRAM, .
IT ISA PROGRAM I1iAT AllOWS KIDS FROM TIiE.NEIGliBORIiOOD TO PlAY BASKET-
BAll fQR A fEW WEEKS IN TIiE.SUMMER. TliE. PROGRAM IS CONSTANTLY GROWING
AND TIiE.NEED fQR AN INDOOR AS WEll AS AN OUTDOOR LOCATION ISNECESSARY
fQR TIiE.PROGRAM TO CONTINUE TO GROW. DURING TIiIS PROGRAM, Tlit: CIiILDREN
RECEIVE.BACKPACKS, SCliOOL SUPPLIES,SNEAKERS, BAG LUNCliES, AND IiEALTIiY
SNACKS.
TIiIS PROGRAM, WITIi RmGIOUS AND BASKETBAll TIiEMES RANGE. FROM Hoops
fQR HEA YEN, LIGliTING TIiE.WAY, EYE. ON TIiE.GOAL, RAISE. TIiE.ROOF, JUMP fQR
JOY, RiM OF GLORY, AND VICTORY ABOVE.. TliESE. TIiEMES liaP TO MOTIVATE.TIiE.
KIDS AND ADULTS I1iAT PARTAKE.IN TIiE.PROGRAM. IWOULD LIKE.TO PROPOSE.AN
INTE.RIORSPACE. SO I1iAT TIiIS PROGRAM ISABLE.TO CONTINUE. TIiROUGliOUT TIiE.
YEAR AND I1iAT TIiE.YOUTIi OF TIiE.TOWN ISABLE.TO USE.AS A PlACE. TO STAY OUT
OF TROUBLE..
6-5
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BASKETBAll COURT - PRIMARy (84 FTx SOFT)
BASKETBAll COURT - SECONDARY (X 2) (74FT XSOFT)
TE.LESCOPEBlEACliERS (8 Rows @ 24" OPEN DE.PTIi)
(1S'-11/2" - OPEN 3'-3 3/8" - CLOSED)
Au.ow FOR 18" Of BlEACHER Ll'.NGTIiPERPERSON, PERROW
NORMAL AISLE 36" WIDE
MIN6 FTFROM SEATINGTO COURT SIDES
MIN4 FTTO COURT ENDS
LOCKER ROOMS
STORAGE
8ooS.F.
lOoS.F.
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To ACCOMMODATE TO lliE YOUNGER CIilLDREN Of lliE COMMUNITY, PROPOSE A
NURSERYSCHOOL/DAY CARE fOR AIl Of lliE WORKING PARENTSTO HAVE SAFE
PLACE fOR lliEIR CHILDREN. Iff.E.LmAT lliE NURSERYSCHOOL ISA CONSIDERABLE
ASSETTO lliE COMMUNITY BECAUSE CHILD CARE ISSO IMPORTANTTO SO MANY
PEOPLE. THE CIiURCH CURRENTLYHOUSES A NURSERYSCHOOL PROGRAM WHICH IS
RUN BY lliE YMCA
THE CHURCH WILL ASSUMEAIl OF lliE RESPONSIBILITIESOf A DAY CARE/NURSERY
SCHOOL AND PROVIDE lliE COMMUNITYWIlli A LOW COST, HIGH EDUCATION FACIL-
ITYmAT ISCENTRAIl Y LOCATED WIlliIN lliE TOWN.
"ALL fuRNITURE, FIXTURfS,AND EQUIPMENTSIiOULD BE SIZEDTO ACCOMMODATE
lliE CHILDREN AND TO PROMOTE SELF-ESTEEM,LEARNING AND INDEPENDENCE"
-ARCHITECTURAL GRAPHICS STANDARDS
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INTERIOROPEN Pr.AY AREA
GATHERING SPACE (80 S.F.PERCHIlD)
SPECIFICPr.Ay AREAs
CREATIVE
FANTASYPlAY
PUZZLES
BUIlDING BLOCKS
QUIET(READING)
CUBBIES
NURSERY SCIiOOL DIRECTOR'S OFFICE.
CHIlD SIZE BATIiROOM FACII.lTIES
KITCHEN
STORAGE.
ExreRIOR ENCLOSED Pr.AY AREA
(75 S.F.PERCHIlD)
2000S.F.
600S.F.
120s.F.
120s.F.
120s.F.
120s.F.
120s.F.
150s.F.
200S.F.
lOOs.F.
200S.F.
lOOs.F.
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IN DiE SPACESmAT ARE SPECIfICAU Y fOR DiE C1iURCH CONGREGATION, I WOULD
UKE TO INCLUDEA PLACE TO DISPLAYDiE HISTORYOF THECHURCH AS WELL AS A
PRAYERCHAPEL SPECIfICAU Y fOR DiE PERSONSUSING DiE CHURCIi IN A PRIVATE
REUGIOUS WAY. THE CHAPELS CAN FUNCTION AS READING ROOMS fOR DiE CON-
GREGATION AS WELL AS DiE COMMUNITYAS A PLACE OF SECURITY.
I PROPOSE mAT DiESE CIiAPELS Wlll ALSO HAVE A PRIVATEEXTERIORSPACE TliAT
CAN BEUSED fOR SMAll GADiERINGS. I FE.E.LmAT PROVIDING THECONGREGATION
WIDi MORE INTIMATESPACES WILL HELPTO ENSUREDiAT DiE CHURCH REMAINSA
PRIVATEPLACE WIiIll'. ALSO fillING DiE NEEDSOF DiE COMMUNITY.
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PRIvATEPRAYERCHAPEL
HISTORICALLIBRARY/REAoING ROOM
1000s.p.
.sOOs.P.
PARKING (137 SPACES) ~70000s.P.
PERMANmr PARKINGUNDERGROUND(~100 SPACES) .s0000 S.P.
OVERfLOW PARKINGABOVEGROUND(~40 SPACES) 20000 S.P.
TOTAL
INCLUDINGRJll PARKING
x20%
3679.ss.p.
10679.s S.P.
213.s9s.p.
TOTALSQFT 128154s.F.
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TIiE SITEIS IN A PIVOTAL POINT IN HIGHTSTOWN, NJDUE TO TIiE LOWER-INCOME
IiOUSING TOWARDS TIiE SOUTIiERN PART OF TIiE SITEAS WEll AS TIiE HIGHER
INCOME HOUSING ON TIiE NORTIiERN END OF TIiE SITE. THE PROGRAM ISTO REBUIlD
TIiE CHURCH ON TIiE EXISTINGSITEINSTEAD OF CHOOSING A NEW LOCATION. THE
NEIGIiBORIiOOD AROUND TIiE SITEWOULD BENEfIT TIiE MOST FROM A COMMUNITY
CENTER. THE SURROUNDING SITECONTAINS LOW-INCOME HOUSING INWHICH TIiE
KIDS DO NOT HAVE A PLACE TO HANG OUT AND INSTEADCAUSE MISCHIEF IN TIiE
TOWN. I FEELTIiAT TIiE COMMUNIlY OUTREACH CENTERPORTION OF TIiE CHURCH
WILL BENEfIT TIiE KIDS IN TIiE NEIGHBORHOOD BECAUSE TIiERE WILL BE A PLACE TO
GATIiER AND HANG OUT IN A RESPONSIBLE WAY. IT WILL HELP KEEP TIiE KIDS ACTIVE,
PREVENTTIiE TROUBLED TEENAGERS FROM DOING ANYTIiING TIiAT TIiEY WOULD
REGRETLATER IN LIFE. THIS SPACE WILL ACT AS A SAFElY ZONE WITIiIN TIiE COM-
MUNITYALLOWING PEOPLE OF ALL AGES USE IT,WITIi A MUCH NEEDED FOCUS ON TIiE
YOUNGER RESIDENTS.
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ZONES
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I DOWNTOWN HISTORICt- HIGHTSTOWN
APPROX 1'2MINWALK
BOROUGIi Of HIGHTSTOWN
APPROX '20 MINWALK
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SUBSECTION 28....3....13CC ....1CENTRAL COMMERCIAL DISTRICT.
A. Pr.RM!TIED USES. IN TIiE CC~1 CENTRAL COMMERCIAL DISTRICT,TIiE FOllOWING USES,AND NO OTIiERS, SHAll BE
PERMITIED:
1. PRINCIPAL USES:
(D) IiousES OF WORSHIP
1. LOT AREA. A LOT AREA OF NOT lESS TIiAN TWO THOUSAND (2,000) SQUARE FEETSHAll BEREQUIRED.
2. LOT WIDTH. A LOTWIDTIi Of NOT lESS TIiAN 1WENTY (20') FEETSIiAll BE REQUIRED.
3.LOT DEPTH. A LOT DEPTIiOf NOT lESS TIiAN FIFIY (50') FEETSliAll BEREQUIRED.
4. FRONT YARD. NONE SHAll BE REQUIRED,EXCEPT TIiAT BUILDINGLOCATIONS SliAll COMPLY WITIi BOROUGli
REQUIREMENTSFOR PROVIDING ADEQUATE SIGliT TRIANGlES.
5. SIDE YARDS. NONE SliAll BEREQUIRED,EXCEPT TIiAT BUILDINGLOCATIONS SHAll COMPLY WITIi BOROUGli
REQUIREMENTSFOR PROVIDINGADEQUATE SIGliT TRIANGlES.
6. REAR YARD. PIuNCIP AL BUn...DINGS.Tam SIiAll BEA REARYARD NOT lESS TIiAN TEN(10') ff.ET DEEP.
8. IiEIGHT. THE MAXIMUMHElGliT SliAll BE TIiREE (3) STORIESOR FIFIY~FIVE(55') ff.ET.
9.COVERAGE No BUILDINGSliAll COVER MORETIiAN NINETY(90%) PERCENTOF TIiE LOT.
10. PARKING. PARKING SHAll BE PROVIDED IN ACCORDANCE WITIi SUBSECTION28~ 10.10. PARKING ISNOT REQUIRED
FOR INDIVIDUALUSESSITUATEDWITIiIN SEVENTY~FIVE(75 ') ff.ET OF A PUBUC fACILITY OR DESIGNATEDPRIVATEPARKING
fACILITY SUBJECT, liOWEVER, TO DEMONSTRATIONTIiAT TIiE fACILITY liAS ADEQUATE PARKINGTO ACCOMMODATE TIiE
INDIVIDUALUSE.
C/.)
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11. SIGNS. SIGNS FOR INDIVIDUAL BUSINESS ESTABUSHMENTS SIiAll BE PERMITTED, PROVIDED THAT:
(A) THE TOTAL AREA Of All SIGNS SHAll NOT EXCEED TWO (2) SQUARE ffET FOR EACIi FOOT Of BUIlDING fRONT
AGE BUT SIiA!l NOT EXCEED A MAXIMUM Of FORTY (40) SQUARE ffET.
(B) No SIGN SIiA!l EXCEED TWO (2') ffET IN HEIGHT.
(c) SUCH SIGN SHAll BE APPLIED flAT AGAINST A WAIl AND SIiAll NOT PROJECT BEYOND TIiE SIDE OR
TOP OF niE WAIl TO WHICIi IT IS AFFIXED NOR PROJECT OUT MORE TIiAN EIGIiT (8") INCHES IN fRONT Of SUCH
WAlL
(D) Au BARE INCANDESCENT LIGHT SOURCES (NEON UGHTS SHAll NOT BE CONSIDERED AS SUCH) AND IMMEDI
Amy ADJACENT REFLE.CTING SURFACES SIiA!l BE SHIELDED fROM VIEW. fLAsIiING, MOVING, INTERMITTE.N1LY n..
LUMINATING SIGNS, REFLE.CTION SIGNS OR SIGNS PAINTED IN LUMINOUS MATERIALS THAT GLOW IN niE DARK AND
ADVERTISING DEVICES SHAll BE PROIiIBITED.
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SUBSECTION 28-3-17 R-O REsEARCH OffiCE DISlRICT.
A. PERMIITE.DUSES.
1.Pr.RMJITE.DmclP AL USES.
(F) DAY CARE CE.NTERS
(c) RECREATIONAL FACIUTIES.
1.LOT AREA. A LOT AREA Of NOT LESSTIiAN fOUR (4) ACRES SHAll BE REQUIRED.
2. LOT WIDTH. A LOT WIDTH Of NOT LESSTHAN ONE HUNDRED (100') FEETSHAll BE REQUIRED.
3. FRONT YARD SETBACK. No PORTION Of ANY BUILDING SHAll BE LOCATED NEARER TO ANY STREETLINETHAN ONE
HUNDRED (l00') FEET.
4. SIDE YARD SETBACK. THERE SliAIl BE TWO (2) SIDEYARDS, EACH WITH A WIDTH Of AT LEASTflFIY (50') FEET.
5. REAR YARD SETBACK. THERE SHAll BE A REAR YARD NOT LESSTIiAN f1ffY (50') FEETDEEP. IN TIiE CASE Of A LOT
EXTENDINGTHROUGli fROM STREETTO STREET,THE fRONT YARD REQUIREMENTSHAll BE OBSERVED ON BOTH STREETS.
6. MAxIMuM FLOOR AREA RATIo, MAxIMUM PLOOR AREA RATIO SHAll BE THIRTY(30%) PERCENTfOR All USES,
EXCEPTTIiAT THEPORTION Of USEDEVOTED TO STORAGE AND WAREHOUSING MAYBE CALCULATED AT fORTY (40%)
PERCENT.
7. LOT COVERAGE. TWENTY (20%) PERCENTBY BUILDINGS WITH A MAXIMUMTOTAL IMPERVIOUS COVERAGE Of flFIY
(50%) PERCENT.
8.BUILDING IiEIGIiT. THREE (3) STORIES,WITH A MAXIMUM HEIGHTOf fORTY-FIVE (45') FEET.
C/)~
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9.LANDSCAPING AND BUFFERS. Au PORTIONS OF LOTS NOT USED fOR BUUDINGS OR OTHER SITEIMPROVEMENTSSIiAll
BE SUITABLY LANDSCAPED WITH LAWNS, TREES,SHRUBBERY, ETC.Au PRESERVED CRITICAL LAND AREAS SIiAll BE LEFTIN
THEIRNATURAL STATEAND SUITABLY BUFFERED.PORTIONS OF LOTS WIiICIi ADJOIN ANY RESIDENTIALZONE SIiAll PROVIDE
A FIFfY (50') fOOT LANDSCAPED BUffER SCREEN AREA, WIiICIi IS TO BE IMPROVED WITH A VARIETY OF LANDSCAPING TO
PROVIDE fOR A YEAR-ROUND SCREEN VISUALLY SEPARATING THE SITEfROM TIiE
ADJACENT RESIDENTIALZONED PROPERTIES.TliE BUffER AREA MAY CONTAIN LANDSCAPED BERMSAND SUITABLE fENCING,
BUT THE fENCING SIiAll BE ONLY INCORPORATED TO SUPPLEMENTREQUIRED LANDSCAPING.
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SUBSECTION 28--10--2 PLACES OF WORSHIP.
INCORPORATED PLACES Of WORSHIP SHAll BE PERMITIED, PROVIDED mAT:
A. A PLACE Of WORSHIP MAY BE BUILT TO A HEIGIiT Of SEVENTY ~FIVE (75') fEET, PROVIDED TIiAT IIiE NUMBER Of
STORIES AT ANY POINT ALONG TIiE PERIPHERY Of SUCIi BUILDING SIiAll NOT EXCEED TIiREE (3),AND NO BUILDING
OR PART TIiEREOf SHAll BE ERECTED NEARER TIiAN A DISTANCE EQUAL TO TWO (2) TIMES TIiE IiEIGIiT Of SUCIi
BUILDING TO ANY PROPERTY LINE OTIiER TIiAN A STREET LINE.
B.Au ACCESSORY BUILDINGS SIiAll BE LOCATED ON TIiE SAME LOT AS TIiE PRINCIPAL BUILDING AND TIiE SUM Of
ALL AREAS COVERED BY ALL PRINCIPAL AND ACCESSORY BUILDINGS SIiALL NOT EXCEED SIXTY (60%) PERCENT
Of TIiE AREA Of TIiE LOT.
e. EACH PLACE Of WORSIiIP SHAll BE PERMITTED TO MAINTAIN AN EXTERIOR BULLETIN BOARD WlTIi AN AREA Of
NOT MORE TIiAN TEN (10) SQUARE fEET.
D. THOSE PORTIONS Of TIiE SITE NOT COVERED BY BUILDINGS OR USED fOR PARKING, LOADING OR PEDESTRIAN
WAJJ( WAYS SHAll BE lANDSCAPED.
E. ON~SITE PARKING FACILITIES SIiAll BE PROVIDED AT A RATIO Of ONE (1)PARKING SPACE fOR EACH SIX (6) SEATS
EQUIVALENT TIiERETO, PLUS ONE (1)SPACE fOR EACH FULL-TIME EMPLOYEE (1991CODE §233~30)
~
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CODE ANALYSIS
REGULATION
ORGANIZATIONAL
FAITHFUL
SPIRITUALITY
PLACE
EMOTION
RELIGIOUS
THRIVE
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303.1GROUP CLASSIFICATION: A-3
AsSEMBLY USES INTENDED FOR WORSHIP, RECREATION OR AMUSEMENT AND OTHER ASSEMBLY USES NOT CLASSifiED
ELSEWHERE. IN GROUP A INCLUDING GYMNASIUMS (WITHOUT SPECTATOR SEATING), COMMUNITY IiAus, AND PLACES OF
RELIGIOUS WORSHIP.
305.2 GROUP CLASSIFICATION: E
DA YCARE. - TIiE USE IF A BUll.DING OR STRUCTURE OR PORTION THEREOF, FOR EDUCATIONAL, SUPERVISION OR
PERSONAL CARE. SERVICES FOR MORE THAN 5 CHILDREN OLDER TIiAN 2 % YEARS OF AGE.
507.6GROUP A-3 BUll..DING
TIiE AREA OF A <?NE.-STORY, GROUP A-3 BUll.DING USED AS A PLACE PF RELIGIOUS WORSHIP, COMMUNITY HAll, DANCE
HALL, EXHIBITION IiALL, GYMNASIUM, LECTURE HAll, INDOOR SWIMMING POOL OR TENNIS COURT OF TypE IICONSTRUCTION
SHALL NOT BElJMITE.D WHEN ALL OF THE FOllOWING CRITE.RIA ARE. MET:
1. THE BUILDING SIiALL NOT HAVE. A STAGE OTIiER THAN A PLATFORM.
2. Tm BUILDING SHALL BE EQUIPPED TIiROUGIiOUT WITH AN AUTOMATIC SPRINKLER SYSTEM IN ACCORDANCE WITIi SEC-
TION 903.3.1.1.
3. THE ASSEMBLY FLOOR SHALL BE LOCATED AT OR WITHIN 21 INCHES (533 MM) STREET OR GRADE LEVEL AND ALL EXITS
ARE. PROVIDED WITIi RAMPS COMPLYING WITH SECTION 1010.1 TO THE STREET OR GRADE LEVa.
4. THE BUll.DING SIiALL BE SURROUNDED AND ADJOINE.D BY PUBLIC WAYS OR YARDS NOT LESS THAN 60 FEET (l8288MM)
IN WIDTH.
~
~
1
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507.9 GROUP E BUILDINGS
TIiI'. AREA OF A ONE~STORY GROUP E BUILDING OF TYPE II,IIIA OR IV CONSTRUCTION SIiAll NOT BE LIMITEDWHEN THE
FOLLOWING CRlTERIA ARE MET:
1.EACH CLASSROOM SHALL HAVE NOT LESSTHAN TWO MEANS OF EGRESS BEING A DIRECT EXITTO THE OUTSIDE OF THE
BUILDING COMPLYING WITH SECTION 1018.
2. THE BUILDING ISEQUIPPED THROUGIiOUT WITH AN AUTOMATIC SPRINKLERSYSTEMIN ACCORDANCE WITIi SECTION
903.1.1.
3. THE BUILDING IS SURROUNDED AND ADJOINED BY PUBUC WAYS OR YARDS NOT LESSTHAN 60 FEET(18288 MM) IN
WIDTH.
TABLE 705.4
FIRE WALL RESISTANTRATINGS FOR GROUP A: 3 HOURS
TABLE 706.3.9
FIRE RESISTANTRATING REQUIREMENTS FOR FIREBARRIER ASSEMBLIESBETWEEN FIREAREAS: 2 HOURS
TABLE 803.5 GROUP A ...3: ExIT ENCLOSURf.S AND EXITPASSAGEWAYS AND CORRIDORS •..
IN EXITENCLOSURES Of A BUILDING LESSTHEN 3 STORlES IN HEIGHT Of OTIiER THAN GROUP I~3, CLASS BE INTERIORSFOR
NON~ SPRINKLEREDBUILDINGS AND CLASS~C INTERIORFINISHED FOR SPRlNKLERBUILDINGS SHALL BE PERMITTED.
ELIzABETH L.DICECCO
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TABLE 803.5 GROUP A,..,3:ROOMS AND ENCLOSED SPACES,..,
REQUIREMENT FOR ROOMS AND ENCLOSED SPACES SHALL BE BASED UPON SPACES ENCLOSED BY PARTITIONS.
WHERE FIRE~RESISTANCERATING ISREQUIRED FOR STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS,TIiE ENCLOSED PARTITIONSSHALL EXTENDFROM
TIiE FLOOR TO TIiE CEILING. PARTITIONS TIiAT DO NOT COMPLY WlTIi TIiIS SIiAli BE CONSIDERED ENCLOSED SPACES; TIiE
SPECIFIC OCCUPANCY TIiEREOF SHALL BE TIiE GOVERNING fACTOR REGARDLESS OF TIiE GROUP CLASSIFICATION OF DiE
BUILDING OR STRUCTURE
903.2.1.3 GROUP A,..,3
AN AUTOMATIC SPRINKLERSYSTEMSIiAli BE PROVIDED FOR GROUP A~3 OCCUPANCIES WliERE ONE OF TIiE fOllOWING
CONDITIONS EXISTS:
1. THE FIREAREA EXCEEDS 12000 SQUARE fEET (1115 METERSsQUARED).
2. THE FIREAREA HAS AN OCCUPANT LOAD OF 300 OR MORE.
3. THE FIREAREA ISLOCATED ON A FLOOR OTIiER TIiAN TIiE LEVELOF EXITDISCHARGE
ExCEPTION: AREAs USED EXCLUSNEL Y AS PARTICIPANT SPORTSAREAS WliERE TIiE MAIN FLOOR AREA ISLOCATED AT TIiE
SAME LEVELOf EXITDISCHARGE OF TIiE MAIN ENTRANCE AND EXIT.
~>:
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903.2.2 GROUP E
AN AUTOMATIC SPRINKLERSYSTEMSHAll BE PROVlDED FOR GROUP E OCCUPANCIES AS FOllOWS:
1.THROUGHOUT All GROUP E FIREAREAS GREATERTIiAN 20000 SQUARE ff.E.T(1858METERSSQUARED).
2. THROUGHOUT EVERY PORTION Of EDUCATIONAL BUILDINGS BELOW THELEVEL Of EXITDISCHARGE.
ExCEPTION: AN AUTOMATIC SPRINKLERSYSTEMISNOT REQUIRED IN ANY FIREAREA OR AREA BELOW THELEVEL Of EXIT
D1SCliARGE WliERE EVERY ClASSROOMS THROUGHOUT THE BUILDING HAS AT LEASTONE EXTERIORDOOR AT GROUND LEVEL.
907.2.1GROUP A
A MANUAL FIREALARM SYSTEMSHAll BE INSTALLED IN GROUP A OCCUPANCIES HAVING A OCCUPANT LOAD OF 300 OR
MORE. PORTIONS Of GROUP E OCCUPANCIES OCCUPIED FOR ASSEMBLY PURPOSED SHAll BE PROVlDED WITH AN ALARM
SYSTEMAS REQUIRED FOR THEGROUP E OCCUPANCIES.
ExCEPTION: MANuAL FIREALARM BOXES ARE NOT REQUIRED WHERE THE BUll..DING ISEQUIPPED THROUGliOUT WITH AN
AUTOMATIC SPRINKLERSYSTEMAND THEALARM NOTIFICATION APPLIANCES WIll ACTIVATE UPON SPRINKLERWATER FLOW.
ELIzABETH L.DICECCO
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1004.7 FIXED SEATING
1..FOR AREAS HAVING fIXED SEATS AND AISLES, TIiE OCCUPANT LOAD SHALL BE DETERMINED BY TIiE NUMBER Of fiXED SEATS
INSTAllED TIiEREIN. THE OCCUPANT LOAD fOR AREAS IN WHICH fIXED SEATING IS NOT INSTAIl.ED, SUCH AS WAITING AREAS
AND WHEELCHAIR SPACES, SHALL BE DETERMINED IN ACCORDANCE WITIi SECTION 1004.1.1 AND ADDED TO TIiE NUMBER Of
fIXED SEATS.
2. FOR AREAS HAVING fIXED SEATING WITIiOur DIVIDING ARMS, THE OCCUPANT LOAD SIiAIl NOT BE LESS TIiAN THE NUMBER
Of SEATS BASED ON ONE PERSON fOR EACH 18 INCHES (457 MM) Of SEATING LENGTIi.
3. THE OCCUPANT LOAD Of SEATING BOOTIiS SIiAIl BE BASED ON ONE PERSON fOR EACIi 24 INCIiES (610MM) Of BOOTIi
SEAT LENGTIi MEASURED AT TIiE BACKREST Of THE SEATING BOOTIi.
TABLE 1015.1
SPACES WlTIi ONE MEANS Of EGRESS: MAxIMuM OCCUPANCY LOAD: 49 PERSONS
TABLE 1016.1
EXIT ACCESS IRA VEL DISTANCE: 200 PI (WITIiOur SPRINKLER SYSTPM)
250 PI (WITH SPRINKLER SYSTPM)
TABLE 1017.1 CORRIOOR FIRE RESISTANCE RATING:
OCCUPANT LOAD SERVED BY CORRIDOR~GREATER TIiAN 30
REQUIRED fiRE RESISTANCE RATING:
ELIZABETH L.DICECCO
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MINIMUM NUMBER OF EXITSfOR occur ANT LOAD
Occur ANT LOAD (PERSONSPERSTORY) 1-500 MINIMUM NUMBER OF EXITS(PERSTORY) 2
OCCUPANT LOAD (PERSONSPERSTORY)500-1,000 MINIMUM NUMBER OF EXITS(PERSTORY)3
Occur ANT LOAD (PERSONSPERSTORY)MORE TIiAN 1,000 MINIMUM NUMBER OF EXITS(PERSTORY) 4
4T025 -1
26T02 -2
51 TOI00-4
10110300-5
301T0500-6
501 TO 5,000 -6 PLUS1 fOR EACH 150, OR fRACTION TIiEREOF,BETWEEN501 THROUGH 5000
5,001 AND OVER - 36 PLUS1 fOR EACH 200, OR fRACTION TIiEREOF, OVER 5,000
ELIzABETH L.DICECCO
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IiESE ARE STUDIESOF SPACIAL REI.ATIONSHIPSBETWEENmE
IN PROGRAMMATIC ELEMENTS,mE SANCTUARY, mE fEllOW~
HIP HAll, mE RECREATIONCENTERAS WEll AS mE SCHOOL
;PACES.
IDIDNOT WANT AN SPECIfiC DISTINCTIONBETWEENmE
SPACES,SO AN IDEAmAT mE SPACESCAN BE lNTER~
CHANGEABLE WAS DEVELOPED. THE ONLY PARTOF mE
PROGRAM mAT ISDISTINCTISmE CHURCIi SANCTUARYAS
ITIS SUCH A SACRED SPACE
~
~
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THE IDEA OF HAVING AN INTERIOR COURTYARD WITIi
S1RUCTURE SURROUNDING CREATED AN EX1REMELY SMAll
OUTDOOR SPACE. IWANTED TO MAXIMIZETHE INTERIOR
SPACE AS WEll AS THE EXTERIORSPACES ON mE SITE
IUNKED TIiE CHURCH AND TIiE RECREATION CENTER ON
mE EASTERNPART OF mE SITEAS AN ANCHOR BUTWHEN I
REALIZED mAT A MAJORITY Of mE PEOPLE USING TIiE SITE
WERE COMING fROM mE SOUTIiEAST, TIiE RECREATION
CENTERWAS MOVED TO mE WESTERNPART OF THE SITE
THE SUNDAY SCHOOL AND mE NURSERY SCHOOL HAVE
ALWAYS BEEN LINKED TOGEmER AS mEY CAN BE USED
COINCIDING BECAUSE mE NURSERY SCHOOL ISUSED
ONLY DURING mE WEEK AND mE SUNDAY SCHOOL ONLY
ON SUNDAY MORNINGS.
OPENING mE BUILDING ONLY ON mE SOUTIiERN PART
IiELPED TO OPEN UP mE COURTYARD HOWEVER ITWAS
STILLCRAMPED AND NEEDED TO BE OPENED UP EVEN
fURTHER.
, . • • . - 2', ~ I" ~ ~ • ' •• ~'. \ • _
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THE SITE IS LOCATED IN
HIGHTSTOWN, NJ IS A
PIVOTAL POINT IN THE
TOWN. ALONG THE
NORTHERN PART OF THE
SITE IS THE LOWER-INCOME
HOUSING WHILE ALONG
THE NORTHERN PORTION
OF THE SITE IS MIDDLE TO
HIGH-INCOME HOUSING.
THERE ARE NOT MANY
OPEN AREAS IN THE TOWN
WHERE OUTDOOR ACTIVI-
TIES CAN TAKE PLACE THUS
CREATING A OPEN SPACE
THAT IS WELCOME FOR ALL
TO USE.
OUTH ACADEMY
STREET
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BASEMENT FLOOR
PLAN
THE BASEMENT CONSISTS OF THE
PARKING DECK BELOW MOST OF
THE SITE AND THE RECREATION
CENTER. THE PARKING CONTAINS
APPROXIMATELY 100 SPACES,
WHICH IS ENOUGH PARKING FOR
WEEKLY NEEDS. ALSO LOCATED
ON THE BASEMENT LEVEL IS THE
CHOIR SUPPORT SPACES LOCATED
UNDER THE SANCTUARY IN THE
EXISTING STONEWORK. THE FEL-
LowsH~p HALL IS LOCATED ON
THE WESTERN PART OF THE SITE
WITH AN AVAILABLE KITCHEN
AND DINING AREA. THERE IS
PLENTY OF STORAGE AVAILABLE
FOR THE CHURCH AND ALL OF ITS
ACTIVITIES IN VARIOUS LOCA-
TIONS IN THE BASEMENT LEVEL
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HE ENTIRE FLOOR IS RAISED 4.5
EET HIGH OFF THE GROUND TO
CCOMMODATE THE CURRENT
ONDITIONS OF THE EXISTING
HURCH. LOCATED ON THE
IRST FLOOR IS THE SANCTUARY,
HE PRIVATE CHAPELS, RECRE-
TlON CENTER AND THE NURSERY
CHOOL. THE COURTYARD IS TO
E USED FOR OVERFLOW PARK-
NG WHEN THERE IS A SPECIAL
ERVICE SUCH AS A HOLIDAY
S WELL AS AN OUTDOOR PLAY
REA FOR THE "METHODIST
ADNESS" PROGRAM. THE
TONE OF THE CHURCH IS TO BE
ECREATED ALONG THE LOWER
.5 FEET OF THE BUILDING AS TO
ONNECT THE NEWER PART OF
ONSTRUCTION TO THE EXISTING
ONDITIONS
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SECOND FLOOR
PLAN
THE SECOND FLOOR HOUSES
THE SUNDAY SCHOOL PRO-
GRAM WITH CLASSROOMS AND
GATHERING SPACES FOR ALL OF
THE STUDENTS. THIS SPACES
ALSO CAN BE USED FOR
MEETINGS FOR THE CHURCH
CONGREGATION AS WELL AS
THE COMMUNITY AT LARGE.
THERE IS A BALCONY LEVEL TO
THE SANCTUARY FOR SERVICES
THAT NEED OVERFLOW SEAT-
ING.
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THE NEW CHURCH STRUCTURE
CONSISTS OF HEAVY TIMBER TRUSSES
SPACED 14 FEET APART AND ARE
REPLICAS OF WHAT WOULD HAVE
BEEN ORIGINAL CONSTRUCTION OF
THE CHURCH. THE BELL TOWER
REMAINS THE HIGHEST POINT AND IS
USED AS AN ANCHOR FOR THE ENTIRE
SITE. THE SURROUNDING SITE IS LOW
HOUSING UNITS THUS MAKING THE
CHURCH A VERY PROMINENT STRUC-
TURE IN THE TOWN.
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THE STONEWORK FROM THE CHURCH
CONTINUES AROUND THE ENTIRE
BUILDING TO HELP BRING THE NEW
ADDITION BACK TO THE QUALITY OF
THE EXISTING CHURCH. THE REST
OF THE BUILDING IS COVERED IN A
TERRA-COTTA PANELING SYSTEM.
THE MAXIMUM AMOUNT OF LIGHT
IS ALLOWED IN THE MAIN ENTRY
SPACE AS WELL AS THE GYMNASIUM,
LOCATED ON THE WESTERN PART OF
THE SITE.
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SECTION CUT B/SoUTH
ELEVATION
THE HEAVY TIMBER STRUCTURE OF
THE CHURCH IS CARRIED ALONG THE
SOUTHERN FACADE OF THE CHAPEL
THIS CONTINUATION HELPS TO LINK
THE SPIRITUAL PARTS OF THE CHURCH
TOGETHER. CLEAR STORY WINDOWS
ARE PLACED ON THE SOUTHERN FA-
CADE TO ALLOW FOR THE MAXIMUM
LIGHT INTO THE SUNDAY SCHOOL ON
THE SECOND FLOOR.
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THE HEAVY TIMBER TRUSSES OF THE
RECREATION CENTER IS ALSO EXPOSED
TO THE FACADE OF THE EAST ELEVA-
TION. THERE ARE LARGE GARAGE
DOORS THAT ALLOW THE GYMNASIUM
TO BE OPENED UP INTO THE COURT-
YARD, MAXIMIZING THE USE OF BOTH
THE INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR SPACES.
ELIZABETH L. DICECCO
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HERE THE SUSPENDED BALCONY IN
THE SANCTUARY OF THE CHURCH
IS DISPLAYED. IT IS lOCATED IN
THE EXISTING STONEWORK THAT
WAS NOT SANCTUARY BEFORE THE
RENOVATION. THE FACADE WHERE
THE BALCONY is LOCATED DOES NOT
MATCH THE EXISTING SANCTUARY
STAINED GLASS THEREFOR CREATING
A SPACE iNTERIORLY THAT IS VERY
DIFFERENT FROM THE MAIN SECTOR
OF THE SANCTUARY.
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THE MAIN CIRCULATION HALL RUNS
ALONG THE SOUTHERN PART OF
THE BUILDING AND CONNECTS THE
CHAPELS TO THE RECREATION CENTER.
THE ROOF IS CONTINUOUS BETWEEN
THESE ELEMENTS THEREFORE MAKING
A CONNECTION IS MADE ALONG THE
ENTIRE BUILDING. THERE IS ALSO
CLEAR STORY WINDOWS LOCATED
ALONG THE EASTERN AND WESTERN
FACADES OF THE RECREATION CENTER
TO CAPTURE SOFT LIGHT.
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THERE ARE ENTRANCES LOCATED
ON BOTH THE NORTHERN AND THE
SOUTHERN FACADES OF THE BUILD-
ING. THIS ALLOWS FOR A MAXIMUM
AMOUNT OF PEOPLE ENTERING THE
BUILDING FROM ALL POINTS IN
TOWN. THE ENTRANCE IS ALSO THE
CONNECTION AND BREAKING POINT
FROM THE EXISTING AND THE NEW
CONSTRUCTION. THE WINDOWS
THAT ARE ORIGINAL HAVE BECOME
THE DOORWAYS INTO THE SANCTU-
ARY TO ENSURE THAT THE STONE
STAYS AS STRUCTURAL AS POSSIBLE.
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THE STRUCTURE CONSISTS OF THE
STONE FROM THE EXISTING CHURCH,
HEAVY TIMBER TRUSSES IN THE
SANCTUARY AND THE RECREATION
CENTER, AND COLUMN AND BEAM
CONSTRUCTION THROUGHOUT THE
REST OF THE BUilDING.
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THERE ARE THREE MECHANICAL SYS-
TEMS: THE CHURCH, THE RECREATION
CENTER AND THE LEARNING PART
OF THE BUILDING. THE RECREATION
CENTER NEEDS A VENTILATION SYSTEM
THAT WILL ALLOW THE TEMPERATURE
TO REMAIN RELATIVELY COOL FOR
THE PLAYER AS WELL AS SPECTATORS.
BECAUSE OF THE STONE CONSTRUC-
TION OF THE CHURCH, A SEPARATE
SYSTEM MUST BE USED. THREE
SYSTEMS WILL ALLOW FOR PROPER
AIR FLOW THROUGHOUT THE ENTIRE
STRUCTURE.
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PRECEDENT ANALYSIS
D: TliORNCROWN CIiAPEL
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FIRSTUNITARIAN CIiURCIi AND SCIiOOL L.KAHN
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FIRSTUNITARIAN CliURCH AND SCliOOL L.KAliN
-THE IDEA or CENTERINGTliE SANCTUARY
or TliE CHURCIi, TliE MOSTHOLY or PLACES
WITliIN A PROGRAM TliAT CONTAINS CLASS-
ROOMS, MEETINGROOMS, SOCIAL GATIiERING
SPACES AS WEll AS TIiE CIRCUlATORYPATliS
FOR TliE BUILDING.
- TIiE INTEGRATIONor REALIZATIONAND
FORM. WIiAT ISGOING ON? WliO IS ITFOR?
How DOES TIiIS SPACE INTERACTWITli SUR-
ROUNDING SPACESWITliIN TIiE STRUCTURE
"ARCHITECTURE ISTIiE TliOUGIiTfUL
MAKING OF SPACES. IT ISTliE CREATINGOF
SPACES TIiAT EVOKE A FEELINGor APPRO-
PRIATEUSE." - LOUIS KAliN
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FIRSTUNITARIAN CHURCli AND SCliOOL L.KAliN
-LARGE INTE.RIORSPACES TIiA T RJNCTION
fOR lARGE GROUPS OF PEOPLE AS WEll AS
SMALLER, MORE. PERSONAL SPACES TIiAT WORK
WITIiIN THE lARGER, BUT ARE.THROUGHOUT
THE ENTIRE.SPACE.
" ...INITIAL CONCEPT SKETCH BEGAN WITIi A
QUESTION MARK, CHOSEN TO REPRESENTTHE
SANCTUARY, AT THE CENTER OF THE BUlLDING
SURROUNDE.D BY A CIRCLE.TO SERVE AS AN
AMBULATORY REPRESENTING THE SHADES OF
BfllE.F ..."
- FIRST UNITARIAN CHURCH OF ROCHESTER
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PINES SIiORE PRESBYTERIANCIiURCIi COMMUNITY CENTER
-THE IDEA TIiAT THECHURCH AND
COMMUNITY CENTER fUNCTION AS
ONE IDEA BUTARE liOUSED INTWO
SEPERATESTRUCTURE. TIiIS AllOWS
fOR DESIGN OF GREEN SPACE TIiAT
ACT AS A CIRCULATION PATH FROM
BUIIDING TO BUIIDING
-THE 'COMMUNTY' CENTERFUNC-
TIONS AS A SPACE fOR THEOUTSIDE
COMMUNITY AS WEll AS A PEllOW-
SHIP liAIl fOR TIiE CONGREGATION
OF TIiE CliURCli.
- WmilN TIiE STRUCTUREARE SPAC-
ESTIiAT ACCOMODATE TIiE NEEDS
ON A PERSONAL LEVELWITH TIiE
INCLUDED CliAPEL ALso SPACES
TIiAT ACT AS MEETINGROOMS fOR
TIiE WI:lOLE OF THE COMMUNITY.
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PINES SIiORE PRESBYTERIANCIiURCIi COMMUNITY CENTER
-THE 'CHURCH' CONSISTS MAINLY OF A SANCTU-
ARY THAT FORMS THE SHAPE OF THE BUILDING AS
WEll AS THE SECONDARY NEEDS OF THE CON-
GREGATION, SUCH AS CHOIR, SUNDAY SCHOOL,
MEETINGROOMS, AND A UBRARY.
-BECAUSE OF THE SIZEOF THE CONGREGATION,
THE 'CHURCH COMMUNITY CENTER' HAS VARIOUS
SIZEDAUDITORIUMS AND MEETINGSPACES TO AC-
COMMODATE THEVARIOUS NEEDS.
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BASIN RECREATION CENTER
RI'.CREATION CENTER TIiAT SUITS TIiE NEEDS
F TIiE COMMUNITY BY INCORPORATING AN
CLOSED SOCCER FIELD FOR TIiE RESIDENTS
IiROUGH TIiE DESIGN OF TIil: ENTRANCE, PEOPLE
WELCOMED TO ENTER AND ENJOY TIiE
ATIiERING SPACE TIiAT AllOWS FOR VIEWING
F TIil: EXTERIOR AS WEll AS TIil: INTERIOR FIELD.
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TliORNCROWN CliAPEL
-THE IDEA mAT TIiIS SPACE DOES NOT
HAVE 'BOUNDARIES' IN A SENSETIiAT
ITAPPEARS TO BE OPEN TO TIiE SUR-
ROUNDINGS. A KNOWING Of TIiE
NATIVE MATERIALS AND TIiE USE Of
SPECIFIC FlAGSTONE fl.OOR TILESmAT
ARE INDIGENOUS TO TIiE AREA.
-A SENSE OF SCALE WAS EXPLORED IN
TIiAT AIl.. OF TIiE BUILDING ELEMENTS
WERE MADE AT A SCALE Of A MAN
IN MIND CARRYING ITTHROUGH TIiE
WOODS. THESE SMAIl..ER ELEMENTS
WERE TIiEN CONSlRUCTED ON SITETO
FORM TIiE lARGE SlRUCTURE mAT SUP-
PORTS TIiE ENTIREBUILDING.
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TIiORNCROWN CIiAPEL
~IT ISSITIJATED250 FEETPROM AND VEIiICU~
LAR MOVEMENTTIiUS AllOWING TIiE VISITORS
A CHANCE TO GETAWAY PROM 'TIiE NORM' OF
EVERYDAY UFE.
~BECAUSE OF TIiE EVERCHANGING PATIERNS
TIiAT OCCUR PROM TIiE UGIiT AND SIiADOWS
OF TIiE SURROUNDINGS, TIiEREWll.l NEVER BE
TIiE SAME OCCURRENCE TWO TIMESIN A ROW.
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CIiURCIi OF ST. IGNATIUS
" ...A STONE BOX, CONTAINING SEVEN B01l1.ES OF LIGHT"
-STEVENHou
-AN UNANNOUNCED DIFff.RENTlATION OF SPACES TIiROUGH
THE CHANGE OF LIGHT PAITERNS AS WEll.. AS LIGHT COLOR.
THROUGH A SERIESOF LIGHT PAITERNS, ONE ISABLE TO WAJ..Y...
THROUGH THE CHURCH AND QUESTION WHY AND HOW THE
THE LIGHT IS CHANGING.
-LOCATED ON THE SEATTI..E UNIVERSITY CAMPUS, STEVEN
Iiou INCORPORATED THENEEDS OF THE STUDENTSOF THE
UNIVERSITY BY FOCUSING ON THEIRSPIRTIUALNEEDS.
-,-
Figure 2. Plan of Chapel of 51 Ignatius
r.Ll
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CIiURCIi OF ST. IGNATIUS
" .., A DESIGN TIiAT WOULD BE FORWARD
LOOKING, BUTANCHORED IN TIiE PAST ..."
-STEVEN HOLL
-As WElL AS PIA YING WITIi TIiE COLOR AND
PATTERNSOFUGHT, HOLL USESTIiE IDEA OF
UGIiTNESS AND DARKNESS WITIi TIiE BUIlDING
TO ACHIEVE DIfFERENTMEANINGS WITHIN THE
STRUCTURE
".., A GATIiERING OF DIfFERENTUGHTS"
-STEVEN HOLL
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